Avaya Spaces
Immersive Meetings &
Team Collaboration
In today’s digital workplace, we’re all doing things a bit

differently. And we love the tools that make it easy, that
streamline our day and help pull it all together. Work is

increasingly unplanned. Decisions need to be made in a

constantly changing environment. Avaya Spaces is there to

pull it all together. Create a project space, check in anytime,

converse from anywhere. Debate, brainstorm, align, update;

get the clarity, excitement, and empathy that’s possible when
you meet face to face.

▪ Always-On, Immersive Collaboration — Meet the

challenges of an unpredictable, work-from-anywhere world
with continuous, multiexperience collaboration.

▪ Video Meetings and Conferencing — Spend less time
meeting and more time solving. Get to better decisions
and outcomes faster, with HD video conferencing and
web collaboration.

Fact Sheet

▪ A Better Way to Work — Keep everyone in the loop

with video, voice, messaging and more. Enable teams to
seamlessly communicate, share information and solve
problems with everyone and everything in contextual
virtual rooms.

▪ Empower Employees — Meet unplanned, fluid work head
on. Give your employees an always-on place to meet
and work through challenges together, planned or in
the moment.

▪ Any Device, Any Location, Any Mode — Talk to anyone
at any time and from any device. Extend to video room
systems for even better big screen experiences.

▪ Embrace Simplicity — Give your app-savvy workers

everything they need to collaborate in a single simple,
low monthly cost cloud app.
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Get protection
to help keep out
hackers and the
information you
share safe and
secure.
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While what happens in the meeting is important, so is what happens before and
after. Use Avaya Spaces to track deliverables and keep tabs on what’s urgent.

When someone sends a message, attaches a document, assigns a task, shares
an image, a recording, or a link, it’s all organized in the team Space, a record
of everyone’s contributions. Always on, continuously available; as one team

member ends their day, another one can pick up the thread with Avaya Spaces.
Rely on Avaya Spaces to boost relationships and build communities. And when
you need to go from the virtual room to the physical room, take Avaya Spaces

with you. Connect it to the cloud apps and technologies you use today, and the
new ones you’ll be using tomorrow, along with APIs to build the workflow you
need. Get protection to help keep out hackers and the information you share

safe and secure. And to collaborate with people outside your organization, just
send them a link.
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Avaya Spaces Features
Personal Cloud Meeting & Collaboration Rooms
Voice Conference Participants in Meeting
Video Conference Participants in Meeting
Simultaneous Participants Viewed

Avaya Spaces Room App (CU360 Integration)
Avaya XT Video System Integration
Content Sharing

Meeting Recording
Phone Dial-in

Essential

Business

Power

50

200

500

-

15

35

-

-

1-to-1 Video Calling
Persistent Chat / Messaging
File Sharing
Task Management
View Entire Collaboration Workstream

200

500

Share Application or Entire Screen
-

-

-

1 (GB)

Unlimited

Unlimited

Web App Access

Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge (v81+)

App Integrations

Google Calendar, Microsoft 365, Outlook, Slack, Teams

Mobile App Access
Single Sign On (SSO)
Security

HIPAA Compliance
Configurable Data Retention Policy

Manage Users by Company Domain
APIs

Apple iOS, Google Android

Enterprise SSO, Google, Microsoft 365, Salesforce

Data encryption, 24-character meeting ID + 10-digit
password, private user authenticated Spaces
-

About Avaya

Businesses are built on the experiences they provide and every day millions of those experiences are built by Avaya

(NYSE:AVYA). For over one hundred years, we’ve enabled organizations around the globe to win—by creating intelligent
communications experiences for customers and employees. Avaya builds open, converged and innovative solutions to
enhance and simplify communications and collaboration—in the cloud, on premise, or a hybrid of both. To grow your

business, we’re committed to innovation, partnership, and a relentless focus on what’s next. We’re the technology company
you trust to help you deliver Experiences that Matter. Visit us at www.avaya.com.
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